CONSTRUCTION

SNOW SHIELD
SNOW REMOVAL TARP
Remove freshly fallen snow from your jobsite
quickly and efficiently with GEAR2PERFORM.
Snow Shield is the premier snow removal tarp.
Lay down the Snow Shield before snowfall,
then with a crane, lift the Snow Shield by all four
corners, clearing away thousands of pounds of
snow in mere minutes. This cost-effective tool
saves companies both time and money.

Trust Norseman’s Snow Shield to safeguard
your jobsite from snow and allow your team
to continue outperforming.
GEAR POINTS:

Outwork. Outperform. Overachieve.
Durable, woven PVC-coated polyester fabric with
tear-resistant stitch design for the highest level
of strength and lift capacity.
Clear up to 10,000 lbs. (4,535 kg) of unwanted fresh
snow in minutes.
Zig-zag stitching on corners to prevent tarp failure,
underside loop webbing for greatest support when lifting,
and reinforced corners with patches and double stitching.
Tear resistant. Water resistant, UV and
mildew resistant.
Minimize snow removal labor and delay costs while keeping a safe
jobsite for workers, and damage-free site and equipment.
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CONSTRUCTION

SNOW SHIELD
FEATURES

MINIMIZE SNOW REMOVAL
LABOR AND DELAY COSTS

Ì Clear up to 10,000 lbs. (4,535 kg) of unwanted fresh snow in minutes.

INCREASE SKILLED
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Ì Woven PVC-coated polyester fabric with tear-resistant stitch design for the
highest level of strength and lift capacity.

CLEAR 10,000 LBS. (4,535 KG)
OF UNWANTED SNOW IN MINUTES

Ì Webbing extends through the center of the Snow Shield to distribute weight.
Ì Reinforced corners with sewn-in patches. Double zig-zag stitching provides
extra durability and prevents tarp failures.

DIMINISH SETBACKS
DUE TO WEATHER

Ì Four loops sewn on the underside for ultra support when lifting.

KEEP YOUR JOBSITE
SAFE FOR WORKERS

Ì Cold crack rating –40°F/°C.
Ì Water resistant, UV and mildew resistant.

PROTECT SITE AND
EQUIPMENT FROM DAMAGE

Ì In stock and ready to ship from one of our four locations.
ORDER DETAILS

Reinforced patched corners

10,000 lb. (4,535 kg) lifting capacity

NORSEMAN, YOUR ONE-STOP SUPPLIER OF GEAR
GEAR2
2PERFORM.
On-Demand Supply: Warehousing space and distribution locations across North America.
Exceptional Service: One-stop supplier of Fabric, Foam and Film Protective solutions.
Superior Quality: Manufacturing in North America since 1921.
Extensive Experience: Our Fiercely ReliableTM team will find a solution to fit your business.

Contact Norseman or your local Sales Representative to order today.
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FACTSHEET_V1

Woven PVC-coated polyester fabric

Item Number: 460236 - 20’ x 20’ Snow Tarp, 4 Loop | 30/Pallet

